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Abstract: The increased use of cyberspace and technological advancement are fundamentally changing the cyber threat landscape. Cyberattacks are becoming more sophisticated, frequent, and destructive. Internationally, there is a growing acceptance that Cyber Counterintelligence (CCI) is essential to counter cyber-attacks optimally. Therefore, in addition to government intelligence and security agencies, more companies are incorporating a CCI approach as a critical element of their posture for engaging cyber threats. However, the successful adoption of a CCI approach depends on the availability of skilled CCI professionals equipped with the requisite competences. The creation of such CCI professionals, in turn, requires a framework for developing the necessary CCI competences. At least in as far as reviewed academic literature is concerned, there is no existing postulation on a framework to develop the CCI competences, specifically for developing countries. Given the complexity and multi-disciplinary nature of the emerging CCI field, such a framework needs to provide two distinctive skillsets linked to CCI’s two distinct areas of expertise, namely cyber (security) and counterintelligence. The paper presents a high-level Cyber Counterintelligence Competence Framework (CCIC Framework) that outlines dimensions of CCI, functional areas, job roles and requisite competences (knowledge, skills, and abilities), and tasks for each CCI job role. The CCI framework also outlines five levels of proficiency expected for each job role. The identification of competences and levels of proficiency are integral to the successful implementation of the framework and workforce development. The CCIC Framework is intended to be used as a tool to retain, assess, and monitor knowledge, skills, and abilities for CCI workforce development. In addition, the CCIC Framework can be used to assist in providing the basis for individual performance management, education, training, and development pathway, as well as career progression. Therefore, this paper presents a CCIC Framework which is an overarching, integrative construct that synergistically combines different components required to develop a competent workforce for the emerging field of CCI.
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1. Introduction

Hyperconnectivity, sharing of big data and information at high speed and in real-time, amongst other things, is the order of the day in today’s world shaped by cyberspace and inevitable advanced technologies. Therefore, this implies cyberspace and advanced technologies are fundamentally and increasingly integrating into the global population, positively changing the way people live and communicate with one another and improving the quality of services in organisations (Li & Liu, 2021; Petrillo, et al., 2018). In 2020 the world experienced an unprecedented acceleration of internet connectivity due to the novel Covid-19 pandemic (ITU, 2021). Public and private sector organisations and educational institutions had to rethink, adapt, and accelerate the use of technology and cyberspace, in magnitude, for remote working and teaching and learning.

Certainly, cyberspace and technology advancement bring opportunities, but at the same time, they come with cyber risks, fundamentally changing the cyber threat landscape. There has been an unprecedented increase in cyberattacks, which are becoming frequent, complex, on a large scale, destructive and stealthy, with cyber attackers becoming more efficient (Meier, et al., 2021; Check Point, 2018). State and non-state actors continuously leverage disruptive technologies to develop advanced and sophisticated tools for expediting their efforts in conducting cyber espionage, cyber warfare, cyber-surveillance, or cybercrime (Public-Private Analytic Exchange Program, 2019). These actors may launch attacks on any private and public organisation globally.

Conventional cybersecurity alone is no longer sufficient and effective. The recent events of unprecedented cyberattacks should highlight the significance of new thinking on countering these cyberattacks and cyber risks. Therefore, in this increasingly hyperconnected cyber world, it is imperative for organisations to adopt a proactive approach in responding to cyber risks, preventing cyberattacks before they even happen and protecting their critical information systems. More particularly, the threat landscape, in which threat actors of various types have expanding intelligence capabilities, is underlining the need for organisations to incorporate counterintelligence (CI) – and thus cyber counterintelligence (CCI) - as part of their security approaches (Duvenage et al., 2020a; Duvenage & von Solms, 2015; Jelen, 2020). Duvenage (2019) defines CCI as “the subset of multi-disciplinary CI
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aimed at deterring, preventing, degrading, exploiting and neutralising adversarial attempts to collect, alter or in any other way to beach the C-I-A of valued information assets through cyber means.”

This paper introduces a high-level outline of the cyber counterintelligence competence (CICC) Framework and its constituents. The CCIC Framework is an overarching, integrative construct that combines different constituents required to develop a competent workforce for the emerging field of CCI.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 motivates for development of the CCIC Framework. Section 3 introduces the CCIC Framework structured into four elements: Dimensions, Functional Areas, Job Roles, and Competences (knowledge, skills, abilities, and attitude). The section also presents five levels of proficiency required for each job role. Section 4: provides a conclusion on the proposed CICC framework.

2. Motivation for developing the CCIC framework

CCI is a developing field gaining ground internationally (Duvenage, et al., 2020a). Therefore, more and more companies are implementing a CCI approach as part of their endeavour to engage and neutralise proliferating threats. This escalating trend is increasingly pushing the availability of a skilled CCI workforce equipped with the necessary capabilities to the centre. However, the CCI field lacks the fundamental body of knowledge relating to a professional and capable workforce, such as describing and understanding the requisite CCI competences (Duvenage, et al., 2020b; Duvenage, et al. 2019; Black, 2014). A review of the CCI industry and peer-reviewed academic research - conducted for the purposes of this paper - found no existing CCI framework explicitly referring to the requisite competences (knowledge, skills, and attitude) for CCI workforce development in the consulted literature. As substantiated in further paragraphs of this section, identifying such competences is a critical requisite for developing a CCI capable workforce and is thus a defining feature of the CCIC Framework.

Note should be taken that literature shows the two similar terms – “competency” or “competence” – being used interchangeably or to define two different concepts. This paper adopts “competence” for consistency and to avoid confusion.

Competence can be defined as a demonstrated ability to apply relevant characteristics for achieving recognisable performance to the levels of a set appropriate standard and can be improved through continuum education, training and development (Apollo Education Group, 2015; CWA, 2014). Within the context of this definition, ‘characteristics’ refer to applicable knowledge, skills, and attitudes. In further elucidating the definition, ‘standard’ denotes the degree of proficiency required for different competences or job roles. Proficiencies, in turn, can be a valuable tool for career planning and career pathing (Griffiths & Washington, 2015).

The identification of CCI competences will assist organisations in determining the kind and level of capabilities required for the CCI workforce to execute their jobs effectively. Therefore, it is essential to correctly identify such CCI competences as they are paramount to elevating performance in countering escalating cyber threats and incidents. CCI competences will differ according to assigned job roles and different levels of employment (i.e., CCI Execution levels: strategic, operational, and tactical) (Kansal & Singhal, 2018). CCI competences are based on the CI and CCI dimensions, CI categories as well as CI functions (Prunckun, 2019; Stech & Heckman, 2018; Duvenage & von Solms, 2014; Kuloğlu, et al., 2014; US Army Publishing Directorate, 2009) and blend with other relevant cybersecurity competences. The next session will provide an overview of the CCIC Framework.

3. Overview of the CCIC framework

CCI is becoming a significant part of combating cyber risks and cyber-attacks. Therefore, A CCIC Framework is essential for the development CCI workforce. The notion of CCI is multi-disciplinary and incorporates two distinct fields of expertise – Cyber security and CI. Therefore, effective CCI depends on the two corresponding distinctive skillsets of cyber security and CI (Black, 2014). The CCIC Framework is aligned to the underlying four dimensions/categories of CI and CCI Framework: defensive, offensive, active, and passive. This section will expound these as dimensions of the underlying structure that underpins the CCIC Framework’s other elements.

Governments and the private sector have developed several cybersecurity skills frameworks to improve cybersecurity practices, providing a comprehensive range of cybersecurity roles, tasks, and competences. However, none of the frameworks explicitly make mention of the CI and CCI competence or skills or workforce development. The concept for CCIC Framework takes inspiration from international frameworks such as the NIST...
NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Development Framework, CyBOK, Skills Framework for the Information Age (SFIA) and Chartered Institute of Information Security (CIISec) Skills Framework, but it is modified to highlight CCIC (SFIA, 2021; CyBOK, 2019; NIST, 2017; CIISec (IISP), 2010).

The CCIC Framework is a construct that comprises four elements: dimensions, functional areas, job roles, competences (knowledge, skills, abilities, and attitude) and tasks. The CCIC Framework is organised into four dimensions, which is an overarching structure of the CCIC Framework. Each CCI dimension comprises one or more CCI Functional Areas. Each CCI functional area has various associate job roles. Each job role has associated competences and numerous tasks. The relationship between the elements of the CCIC Framework is depicted throughout this section. The mapping of the framework per four elements considers, but further evolves and adds to, notions advanced in the international frameworks cited in the previous paragraph. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the CCIC Framework showing these four elements. Each of these elements is discussed in sections 3.1 to 3.4.

![Figure 1: An overview of the CCIC Framework](image)

### 3.1 Element 1: Dimensions

Element 1 provides an underlying structure of the CCIC Framework, referred to as Dimensions. As mentioned earlier in this section, the CCI incorporates two distinct fields, CI and cybersecurity. Basically, CCI uses CI principles, concepts, and functions within the cyberspace. Therefore, the CCI dimensions are derived from the two fundamental categories of CI, defensive CI and offensive CI (Prunckun, 2019; Sims, 2009).

Defensive CI/CCI applies the detection and deterrence techniques to deny access and collect information on espionage threats (Prunckun, 2019; Duvenage & von Solms, 2014). Defensive CCI is concerned about preventing the adversaries’ endeavour from penetrating the organisation’s information systems and, at the same time, collecting intelligence against the adversaries and minimising the threat landscape. An example of defensive CCI is performing vulnerability assessments and threat analysis (Lee, 2015). The offensive CI/CCI applies techniques to detect, deceive, and neutralise espionage threats and covert threats (Prunckun, 2019; Duvenage & von Solms, 2014). Offensive CCI is concerned about detecting and directly gathering intelligence about adversaries’ covert, espionage, or cyber operations or deceiving and manipulating them. This can be done inter alia by creating honeypots containing files with misinformation (Lee, 2015).

The defensive CI and offensive CI can be implemented in both passive and active measures. Thus, formulating the four CI dimensions - active defensive, passive defensive, active offensive, and passive offensive (Prunckun, 2019; Stech & Heckman, 2018; Duvenage & von Solms, 2014; Sims, 2009; US Army Publishing Directorate, 2009). The dimensions are also derived from various conventional defensive and offensive cybersecurity processes and procedures (Jaquire, et al., 2018). The four CI/CCI dimensions are illustrated as quadrants in Figure 2.
As depicted in Figure 2 that both defensive and offensive CI/CCI have passive and active modes. These four dimensions can be explained in tabulated format (Table 1) as follows:

**Table 1**: Four-sector counterintelligence matrix (Duvenage, et al., 2020a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive Defensive</th>
<th>Active Defensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denies the adversary access to information through physical security measures and other security systems and procedures.</td>
<td>The active collection of information on the adversary to determine its sponsor, modus operandi, network, and targets. Methods include physical and electronic surveillance, dangles, double agents, moles, and electronic tapping.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive Offensive</th>
<th>Active Offensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reveals selected information to the adversary. This could range from selective exposure of actual information to decoys and dummies. The adversary is thus left to draw its own inferences and interpretations.</td>
<td>The adversary is fed with disinformation and its interpretation thereof manipulated. Disinformation can be channelled through, for example, double agents and moles. Active offensive CI could include some forms of covert action.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The identification of the four dimensions forms the first element of the CCIC Framework – passive defensive, active defensive, passive offensive, active offensive and is graphically depicted in Figure 3.
3.2 Element 2: Functional areas

The four dimensions mentioned above have one or more associated functional areas. The functional areas are underpinned by the principles of CI to accomplish CI missions. The principles are detection, deterrence, deception, and neutralisation (Stech & Heckman, 2018). Mapping the dimensions with the principles, defensive CCI is concerned with detection and deterrence, whereas offensive CCI is concerned with detection, deception, and neutralisation (Prunckun, 2019; Stech & Heckman, 2018). The four CCI dimensions and the identified corresponding functional areas form the second element of the CCIC Framework illustrated in Figure 4.

- Dimension 1: Passive-defensive CCI
  - Functional Area 1: detection
- Dimension 2: Active-defensive CCI
  - Functional Area 2: deterrence
- Dimension 3: Passive-offensive CCI
  - Functional Area 3: detection
  - Functional Area 4: deception
- Dimension 4: Active-offensive CCI
  - Functional Area 4: neutralisation

*Cyber detection constitutes a functional area within Passive Defensive (Functional Area 1) and Passive Offensive CCI (Functional Area 3). In both these areas, ‘cyber detection’ has the same meaning and requires the five premises stated above. For this reason, Functional Area 3 is not discussed in a separate subsection. Detection under passive defensive is reactive, the process of identifying or discovering occurrences of CCI events has no...
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human interaction, and it is not in real-time. In contrast, detection under passive offensive is proactive and there is real-time human interaction and information gathering or actively hunting for threats to learn from and respond to the adversary.

3.2.2 Functional Area 2: Deterrence

Deterrence is the ability to dissuade an adversary from attempting intrusive cyber operations on information systems or by preventing an adversary from conducting cyber intelligence by ensuring that the adversary perceives the risks and costs of their action outweighing the benefits or that the advantages they expect (Soesanto & Smeets, 2020; Jensen, 2012). Deterrence is active defensive because it proactively stops adversaries before they can achieve their objectives. Deterrence can be achieved through (Prunckun, 2019; Jensen, 2012):

- 1. Deterrence by punishment – that is, threatening to retaliate, an organisation must be able to conduct an attack back on its adversary.
- 2. Deterrence by denial – that is, discouraging the adversary and denying the benefits of an attack. This approach must be perceived by an adversary and must look credible to succeed.

3.2.3 Functional Area 4: Deception

Deception is used to mislead and confuse the adversary about operations, capabilities, intentions, plans or vulnerabilities through manipulation, distortion, or falsification to make them believe what is fabricated, is accurate and make them either take action or not so that these actions prove ineffective (Prunckun, 2019; Heckman, et al., 2011). Deception is a passive offensive measure as it can deliberately mislead an advisory and conceal certain information from the adversary.

3.2.4 Functional Area 5: Neutralisation

Neutralisation renders the adversary's cyber activities and capabilities inactive, failure, collapse. Stech & Heckman (2018) assert that neutralisation of adversary cyber activities can be achieved by “destruction, paralysis, loss of interest or loss of confidence that collection will be able to achieve its objective”. Neutralisation is active offensive because it proactively and in real-time counteract or destruct an adversary's activities.

3.3 Element 3: Job roles

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 gave an overview of the first two elements of the CCIC Framework. These two elements, the Dimensions, and the Functional Areas, are the foundation for identifying Job Roles aligned to the CCI approach. That is, each Functional Area has corresponding Job Roles. Furthermore, each Job Role has a job title, job purpose, levels of proficiency and associate competences (knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes (KSA), and tasks required for optimal performance of the role. The third element of the CCIC Framework is illustrated in Figure 5.

3.3.1 Job role

The term ‘job role’ denotes a detailed grouping of related jobs consisting of competences (knowledge, skills, and abilities), a group of defined tasks and levels of proficiency required to achieve the job role. The job role has the following components:

- Job title – means the name used to refer to a particular job.
- Job code – a unique code identifier used to reference the job
- Job purpose – comprises an overview of what the job entails: the primary purpose and objectives of the job.
- Tasks – a detailed, specific list of primary responsibilities needed to be performed for the job role.
- Level of proficiency – description of the levels of proficiency required for each job role for tasks and competences.
- Competences – a detailed list of all competences that will be required to carry out the tasks.
Levels of proficiency describe an individual’s level of expertise for a particular job role. The levels of proficiency are essential for the successful implementation of the CCIC Levels of proficiency. Furthermore, proficiency levels represent the degree of the development of competences and the complexity of the tasks (Carretero, et al., 2017). The levels of proficiency are defined per competence per each job role. The CCIC Framework proposes five levels of proficiency described in Table 2. The levels of proficiency presented in Table 2 draw from those advanced in some other frameworks (SFIA, 2021; Bashir & Miyamoto, 2020; Department of Higher Education and Training, 2016; United Nations Population Fund, 2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proficiency Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Awareness - All employees, including management</td>
<td>The learning point involves being cognizant or knowledgeable of the field and the required skills without practical experience. Follow instructions or others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: Foundation - Junior Practitioner</td>
<td>Acquired basic knowledge and understanding. Ability to assist, demonstrate or apply basic knowledge and skills for comprehensible tasks. Work under the direct supervision and focus on enhancing knowledge and skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: Intermediate - Practitioner</td>
<td>Ability to apply knowledge and skills to basic tasks without supervision and complex tasks with limited supervision. Ability to work independently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4: Advanced - Senior Practitioner</td>
<td>Acquired a deep understanding of the knowledge associated with the skill. Ability to apply advanced knowledge and skills in a range of complex tasks with no supervision. Capable of leading, advising, initiating, and influencing any task. A seasoned practitioner with a track record and the ability to make decisions and take responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5: Specialist/expert</td>
<td>Acquired broad and deep knowledge, skills, and experience to apply in extensive and diversified circumstances. Deep understanding of the implications associated with the field and industry. Has authority and is accountable for all functions and decisions. Lead, advise, initiate, and influence implementations, innovations, transformation, and developments. Has a sustained track record that leads to extensive recognition in the field and industry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Element 4: Competence and tasks

The last element of the CCIC Framework provides an overview of the competences (knowledge, skills, abilities, and attitudes - KSA) and the tasks required to perform a specific job role. Numerous specific tasks need to be completed in a particular job role. The element is also about identifying competences (KSA) required to execute tasks within a particular CCI job role and deliver superior performance. The competences are acquired through learning and development. Competences for each job role can be used as a guideline to design and develop competence-based education, training and development curriculum required to be competent in the job role (Parsona, et al., 2018). To achieve effective performance: cognitive competence, functional competence, social
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competence are the guide in identifying or developing a set of competences (KSA) for each job role. This relation can be expounded as follows:

- **Knowledge**: relates to the set of cognitive competences required for a specific job role in conjunction with the ability to apply the knowledge effectively. Knowledge (theoretical, facts, concepts, and information) must be known and understood to accomplish job roles and tasks effectively.

- **Skills**: pertains to the set of functional competences required to execute the tasks of the specific job role effectively, and the tasks can be effortlessly demonstrated. Skills are about how to use the knowledge gained.

- **Attitude**: denotes an individual's mindset to execute and yield outstanding performance. Attitudes refer to an individual's way of thinking, belief, or feeling that they can use knowledge and skills gained to perform tasks effectively. Attitude relates to social competences and influences ability, motivation, commitment, confidence, responsibility, performance, and adaptability.

To have outstanding performance and a competent workforce requires complete continuous integration of these three competences. The cognitive and functional competences correspond to the professional aspect, as they are about the functional expertise in the job role. Social competence corresponds to the personal aspect as they have to do with personal attitude, behavioural traits, and motives (Arifin, et al., 2017).

The addition of competence and tasks, is the fourth element that completes the CCIC framework, is graphically depicted in Figure 6.

**Figure 6**: Element 4 of the CCIC Framework - competences and tasks

This section presented an overview of the CCIC Framework, a construct of four elements. These elements have a symbiotic relationship to achieve effective performance, and each element is integral to the successful implementation of the CCIC Framework. The four elements are Dimensions, Functional Areas, Job Roles, and Competences (KSA) and Tasks.

4. **Conclusion**

Cyber counterintelligence is gaining momentum in both the public and private sectors. A skilled workforce is required for the effective execution of CCI to counter advanced and unprecedented cyber threats. A comprehensive competence framework is essential for CCI workforce development at all CCI employment or execution levels to create such a skilled workforce.

This paper gave an essential introduction to the CCIC Framework and outlined four elements. The first and second elements have been identified using the four principles of CI. Subsequently, the CCIC Framework was progressed and expanded with the addition of job roles (element three) as well as competences and tasks (element four). Ongoing research is focused on detailing all of the CCIC frameworks elements. The CCIC Framework can be implemented by any type and size of a public or private sector organisation. The CCIC Framework will assist in identifying competence gaps, designing and developing competence-based education, training, and
development curricula, providing career progression guidance, and developing CCI practitioners with the requisite knowledge, skills, and attitude for optimising CCI performance. Future research will explore the following job roles, task analysis and competence, and legal ramifications of attacking back and neutralisation.
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